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In my (David Kinnaman) work as a social researcher, I’ve interviewed tens of thousands of tweens, teenagers, and 
young adults. Using a variety of quantitative and qualitative research methods, my company Barna Group listens to the 
spiritual journeys of young people. We’ve learned a lot about what is going wrong in North American churches’ efforts 
to connect with young Christians and non-Christians. But what, if anything, is going right? More than a decade’s worth 
of research with nearly 110,000 teens, young adults, parents and church leaders reveals how young faith can mature 
and thrive in cultural exile.  
 
RESILIENT EXILES 
 
Our focus in Faith for Exiles is on young people who stay in church, those who find cause as they come of age to 
make faith a high priority. We interviewed young adults with a churchgoing background, ages 18 to 29, asking about 
their past and present experiences of Christian formation.  
 
In order to zero-in on the most committed young adults, we looked for the significant basics of Christian life: regularly 
involved in a worshipping community, claims a personal commitment to Jesus, and strongly affirms that the Bible is the 
inspired word of God – and also agreed with one or more of these statements: 

 “I want to find a way to follow Jesus that connects with the world I live in.” 
 “God is more at work outside the church than inside, and I want to be a part of that.” 
 “I want to be a Christian without separating myself from the world around me.” 

 
How many young Christians meet these criteria? There are a countercultural ten percent of young Christians whose 
faith is vibrant and robust. Let’s sit with the good news for a minute: From a numbers point of view, this percentage 
amounts to just under four million 18- to 20-year-olds in the U.S. who follow Jesus and are resiliently faithful. 
 
But not only are the most engaged young Christians serious about personal faith and faithfulness; they are also 
concerned for and thoughtful about how their faith in Christ intersects meaningfully and missionally with the world 
around them. Three-quarters of them declare a commitment to “help the church change its priorities to be what Jesus 
intended it to be” (76%). That’s resilience.  
 
By getting to know resilient disciples, we can find out what formation experiences and relationships are most effective 
for growing resilient faith in exile. We compare and contrast the practices, beliefs, perspectives, and attitudes of resilient 
disciples with those of the prodigals (ex-Christians) and of the nomads (church dropouts), and of the habitual 
churchgoers (attend church but don’t otherwise qualify under the “resilient” definition).  
 
FIVE PRACTICES OF RESILIENT FAITH 
 
If “resilient exiles” are the kinds of Christians we hope to raise, support and emulate, what can we learn from them? 
What practices seem to distinguish these powerful examples of faith from the norm? Our research shows that cultivating 
five specific practices helps to form resilient faith. Rather than simple formulas, these are guidelines and guardrails for 
the formation of the soul. 
 
 Practice 1 – To form a resilient identity, experience intimacy with Jesus. 
 Practice 2 – In a complex and anxious age, develop the muscles of cultural discernment. 
 Practice 3 – When isolation & mistrust are the norms, forge meaningful intergenerational relationships 
 Practice 4 – To ground and motivate an ambitious generation, train for vocational discipleship 
 Practice 5 – Cure entitlement & self-centeredness by embracing a countercultural mission to love &  

                    serve others. 
 

 

 
Review copies of Faith for Exiles and excerpts/articles/interviews are available now. 
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